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Abstract
Individual metal alloy nanowires of constant diameter and high aspect ratio have previously
been self-assembled at selected locations on atomic force microscope (AFM) probes by the
method reported in Yazdanpanah et al (2005 J. Appl. Phys. 98 073510). This process relies on
the room temperature crystallization of an ordered phase of silver–gallium. A parallel version of
this method has been implemented in which a substrate, either an array of micromachined tips
(similar to tips on AFM probes) or a lithographically patterned planar substrate, is brought into
contact with a continuous, nearly planar film of melted gallium. In several runs, freestanding
wires are fabricated with diameters of 40–400 nm, lengths of 4–80 μm, growth rates of
80–170 nm s−1 and, most significantly, with yields of up to 97% in an array of 422 growth sites.
These results demonstrate the feasibility of developing a batch manufacturing process for the
decoration of wafers of AFM tips and other structures with selectively patterned freestanding
nanowires.

The most widely used atomic force microscope (AFM) probes
are batch-fabricated by standard micromachining processes
that produce probes with pyramidally tapered tips [1, 2].
Frequently a constant diameter, high aspect ratio (HAR) tip
is preferred to a tapered tip, such as for profiling into deep
narrow recesses [3–5], for measuring wetting and adhesion
forces at air–liquid [6] and liquid–liquid interfaces [7],
and for contacting and probing soft objects through an
air–liquid interface [8–11]. Batch processes that produce
HAR silicon [2, 12] or nanotube tips [12, 13] have been
demonstrated, but currently available HAR AFM probes
cost one to two orders of magnitude more than standard
probes. In a one-step nanomanipulation procedure, individual
metal alloy nanowires have been crystallized on single AFM
cantilevers from room temperature melts of silver–gallium
(figure 1(a)) [6, 14, 15]. Here we show a parallel version of
this method applied to AFM-like tips (figure 1(b)), as well
as to lithographically patterned planar substrates. In several
runs, freestanding wires were fabricated with diameters of

40–400 nm, lengths of 4–80 μm, growth rates of 80–
170 nm s−1 and, most significantly, with yields of up to 97%
in an array of 422 growth sites.

The original method (illustrated in figure 1(a)) for
decorating a single AFM probe with a single metal
nanowire [6, 14, 15] involves: (1) dipping a silver-coated probe
tip (50–200 nm thick film) a few microns into a microdrop of
melted gallium and (2) retracting the tip to form a concave-
shaped liquid bridge between the tip and the drop. Nanowire
growth begins in under 2 min. (3) After growth begins the
liquid bridge can be broken (by further retraction of the tip) and
the nanowire, if still immersed, can continue to grow. Wires as
long as 140 μm have been grown in this way [6]. The process
can be parallelized (figure 1(b)) by contacting an array of tips
to a flat film of gallium, as presented below.

The physical process of the growth of the nanowire is
one of heterogeneous nucleation from the surface of the AFM
tip and single crystal growth of the ordered phase Ag2Ga
from a silver supersaturated solution of gallium [14, 16]. The
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Figure 1. Method of selective growth of intermetallic silver–gallium nanowires. Side-by-side comparison of the steps for growing (a) a single
nanowire on a single AFM probe, as originally demonstrated in [14], and (b) an array of nanowires in parallel on an array of tips, as
demonstrated herein. The steps consist of dipping a silver-coated tip into gallium (row 1), retracting the tip somewhat to form a meniscus and
letting the silver dissolve for ∼2 min (not shown), retraction of the tips at a constant velocity to the desired nanowire length (rows 2 and 3),
and retraction at a high speed to remove the nanowires from the gallium (not shown).

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

nanowire is orientated along the direction of the axis of the
liquid bridge, which is controlled by the angle of retraction
of the AFM tip from the gallium droplet. In cases where
multiple wires nucleate from the same growth site, one wire
eventually grows past the others, often producing a dual
diameter wire [6, 14].

The nanowire fabrication procedure can be compared
to several other selective growth methods for nanowires.
Like vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) growth [12, 13, 17] the solid
needle precipitates from a liquid melt, but supersaturation
is reached by dissolution of silver into the gallium melt,
rather than through transport of solutes from the vapor
phase. The VLS methods are usually performed with metal
catalysts that melt well above room temperature, while the
gallium (which melts at 29 ◦C) can be reacted under ambient
conditions of temperature in room air (as well as in a vacuum).
Precipitation from micro-pipette delivered aqueous solutions
as they dry near the orifice of the pipette has been used to draw
freestanding nanowires of the ionic salt copper sulfate [18]
and, with simultaneous electrochemical reduction of salts,
elemental metals of copper [19] and platinum [20]. Water
is removed by evaporation from the meniscus, though salt
residues were often found to be present. The Ag2Ga nanowires
grow from a pure gallium solvent and leave no residues, other
than possibly a small amount of gallium on the tip, which is

consumed by continued reaction with the remaining silver thin
film. The silver–gallium nanowires were shown to be single
crystal [14], while the aqueous-deposited wires were shown
to be polycrystalline [18–20]. Like the aqueous solutions,
polymers can also rapidly solidify from solutions as they dry.
Arrays of fibers have been drawn in parallel on arrays of micro-
tips [21], though their generally much lower elastic modulus
than inorganic materials greatly enhances elastic instabilities,
which can lead to spontaneous adhesive clustering of nearby
groups of fibers [22].

The bending modulus of the silver–gallium nanowires
has been measured in several studies to be between 17
and 96 GPa [15, 23, 24] and the tensile strength is around
660 MPa based on the breaking of a 130 nm diameter wire
at a 3 μm radius of curvature [15]. The wires are resilient
and immediately recover their unbent shape even after being
elastically buckled. Even with an aspect ratio of 100:1, a
157 nm diameter wire did not buckle below 160 nN [23]—a
considerably high force for most AFM studies. The opaque
and reflective nanowires produce strong Mie scattering and
detectable levels of optical modulation, which enables them
to be used directly as cantilevers for sub-piconewton force
measurement [24, 25]. Since the diameter is constant, when
inserting a wire into a liquid both the contact line and the
wetting force will be constant with insertion depth. Compared
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Figure 2. Brushed-on gallium film on a 2 mm × 2 mm silicon
substrate. The brushing direction was from left to right. The left edge
is beveled and chipped from the dicing blade. The film coats much
further over the left edge than over the edge in the foreground.

to a tapered tip, this result simplifies the interpretation
of AFM force–distance measurements, enabling quantitative
determinations of viscosity, surface tension, contact angle and
evaporation rate [6–8].

The conductivity of the nanowires, which is on the
order of tungsten’s conductivity, together with the high
aspect ratio has proved useful in enhancing the contrast of
electrostatic [26], Kelvin force [27] and conductive atomic
force [28] microscopy, as well as for performing voltage
lithography [14] over hours of continuous writing. Also,
individual nanowires on AFM cantilevers have been vapor-
coated with a 10–100 nm thickness of parylene and opened at
the end to form sub-micron diameter disc electrodes [10, 11].

To date, individual nanowires have been custom-grown
onto over 1000 AFM, STM and tapered glass pipette probes,
requiring an operator, using a nanomanipulator viewed under a
light or electron microscope, to bring a silver-coated probe into
contact with a gallium droplet. Under optimum conditions the
process, including mounting and setup time, can be completed
in about 5 min. However, on a regular basis, fabricating 50
probes per day appears to be the practical limit of patience
of an operator. Clearly, if a batch method of patterning an
entire wafer of probes with the nanowires existed, the rate
of manufacture could be greatly increased and manufacturing
costs could be about the same as for other batch fabricated
AFM probes.

The feasibility of growing the alloy nanowires in parallel
onto AFM probes is demonstrated through the following
experiments. A silicon substrate is lithographically patterned
and anisotropically etched to produce an array of AFM-like
tips. The substrate is then sputter-coated with 200 nm of silver.
The tips are parallel-contacted by a film of melted gallium, as
in figure 1(b). The gallium film (figure 2) is formed by squeeze
coating gallium over a 25 mm wide recessed channel at a speed
of 5 mm s−1 onto a planar substrate of polished silicon (but
not recently cleaned of native SiO2). The substrate (which is
adhered to a stiff backing tape) is diced (by a diamond dicing
saw) into an array of 2 mm × 2 mm squares with 0.8 mm
spacings between squares.

The recess on the array of 2 mm × 2 mm squares is
made by forming a channel between two strips of polyimide
(Kapton brand) tape. The applicator is a straight-edged knife
blade, where the edge is formed by cleaving a silicon wafer,

Figure 3. Video microscope side views of the nanowires being
grown in parallel. (a) The gallium meniscuses formed after
contacting the tips to the gallium film and (b) the nanowires formed
after separation of the gallium film from the tips, as viewed at a
500× zoom setting. (c) Close up view of (b) for a 1500× zoom
setting. The haze in front of the tips is caused by the edge of the
substrate which is in front of the image focus.

producing an acute blade angle. The trench is easily filled
with gallium, and little gallium is found on the polyimide
due to its much lower surface tension than that of the silicon
substrate. By varying the height of the tape above the
substrate, film thicknesses of from 10 to 50 μm were produced.
The blade-brushed films were examined under a white light
interferometric optical profiler (Veeco/Wyko NT2000) and the
films were found to be locally smooth to under 1 nm, but bowed
due to surface tension. Over a 1 mm × 1 mm area the bow is
typically less than 5 μm.

Given that gallium has large contact angles on the silicon
wafer, the film is much flatter than a normal hemispherically
shaped droplet. With the size of the substrate somewhat
smaller than the capillary length (∼3 mm), gravitational
flattening cannot explain the shape. Instead the film is
thinned beyond its limit of stability, and it has the potential
to dewet [29]. It is, in fact, more stable than a metastable film
made from a simple liquid, since opening up a hole, or even a
line, down to the substrate (with a tungsten probe tip) does not
initiate spontaneous dewetting.

The strong pinning of the contact line to the surface is
attributed to the additional stiffening of gallium by rapidly
formed surface oxides [30]. While flatter surfaces are
possible using large, gravitationally flattened sessile drops or
puddles [31], these drops exceed the capillary length and
therefore they flow under the slightest inertial or vibrational
force. For instance, a 19 mm diameter droplet is calculated to
be flat to 5.6 μm over a 1 mm diameter (where the figure 3
curve for a bond number of λ = 10 was used from [31]). Also,
we measured puddles of 30–40 mm diameter that were about
1 μm flat over 1 mm, where oxide stiffening [30] also appears
to be contributing to improved flatness.

The nanowires are grown in parallel by bringing a gallium
film into contact with the array of AFM-like tips. The
two substrates are aligned parallel using a two-angle tilting
mirror mount and contacted using a nanomanipulator (World
Precision Instruments PPM5000) while viewing the edge of
the substrates under a video microscope built around a long,
6.2 mm, working distance zoom objective (Keyence VH-
Z250R, resolution <0.5 μm). The processing conditions that
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Figure 4. Nanowires grown onto arrays of tips. (a) Wide field view of an array having a 97% yield. (b) A close up of an array of fairly similar
needles (though of lower yield than in (a)). (c), (d) A single constant-diameter needle. The diameter was measured on the line in (d) between
the centers of the two gray circles.

produced the highest yield were for a 20 μm thick gallium
film. The film was contacted for 2 min at an insertion depth
of ∼10 μm, followed by retraction at 165 nm s−1. Figure 3
shows the stretched meniscuses after gallium-to-tip contact
(figure 3(a)), and the resulting nanowires (figures 3(b) and (c))
which were observed in real-time under the optical system,
even when the nanowires were subwavelength in diameter.
Nanowires were grown this way in 49 imprint experiments
resulting in nanowires that range from 40 to 400 nm in
diameter, and from 4 to 80 μm in length.

Figure 4(a) shows a SEM image of the array that had the
highest yield. The nanowires are generally oriented toward
vertical. In the image there are at 409 nanowires visible out
of 422 growth locations for a yield of 97%. (This count
includes 18 nanowires at the bottom of the image for which

the tips themselves are not visible.) A nanowire can be of
nearly constant diameter over its entire length (as in the 75 nm,
constant diameter wire in figures 4(c) and (d)), a wider base
that tapers into a constant diameter (as in figure 3(b)), or
consisting of two or three fused nanowires that then transition
in a step-like fashion into a single constant-diameter wire.
Each of these three morphologies is found in figure 4(a).
Accounting for the 45◦ viewing angle, the nanowires are from
35 to 43 μm in length. For 77% of the wires, the diameters
of the end segments (i.e. the narrowest, tip-end sections) of the
wires are less than 250 nm in diameter with 150 nm being the
smallest diameter in this run.

The method of growing nanoneedles in parallel does not
necessarily require that the substrate be pre-patterned with tips.
In an earlier experiment a very rough substrate of gallium with
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Figure 5. Nanowires grown by parallel contacting of gallium to
patterned silver.

a few drops protruding past the others was contacted to a planar
array of 1 μm diameter silver dots (200 μm thick patterned by
liftoff). While nanowires only formed at a few per cent of the
locations, the two sub-100 nm nanowires shown in figure 5
(which were found widely separated from each other on the
substrate) are remarkably similar in diameter (81 and 86 nm),
length (1.9 and 2.2 μm) and shape—including their tapered
bases.

These results demonstrate the patterned, room temperature
growth of arrays of freestanding metal alloy nanowires. The
number of nanowires in figure 4(a) is of the same order
as the number of AFM probes on commercially available
4 inch (100 mm) wafer. To print the same number of
nanowires over an entire wafer of AFM probes is likely to
require improvements in substrate-to-substrate alignment and
in making gallium films (or arrays of films) that are effectively
flat over the entire wafer. In situ, non-visual sensing of array
contact and nanowire growth would simplify process control
and monitoring, and could probably be implemented using
electrical resistance measurements at multiple contact points
between the two substrates. The practical extensions appear to
be reasonable and suggest an approach to realizing full wafer-
scale manufacture of AFM probes tipped with freestanding
metal nanowires.
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